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Learning Objectives

- Identify ways to utilize new NMDP services in daily work
- Discover best practices from colleagues in the NMDP network
- Gather insight from colleagues on challenging issues
- Garner awareness of NMDP services to positively impact patient case progression
Agenda

Enhanced Case Management Services
- Video Testimonial
- Discussion

FastTrack Search
- Video Testimonial
- Discussion

Related Donor Services
- Video Testimonial
- Discussion

Grab your cape.
Enhanced Case Management Services

Enhanced Case Management Services

- Enhanced Search Strategy Advice
- Case Status Reports
- Weekly Workup Summary Reports
- Electronic Forms Reporting
- Additional Services
Grab your cape.

Current
- Multiple requests via Traxis to various DCs; no perspective on relative priority
- No product preference or time frame until WU
- CT samples shipped to TC lab with variable turnaround times
- Historically our pricing structure has been on more of an ala carte basis

FastTrack
- Ranked donor list sent to Case Manager; proactively manage search
- TC provides product preference and time frame upon enrollment
- CT samples shipped to lab with standard 3 day turnaround
- Flat fee of $7625 plus the traditional formal search fee.
Grab your cape.
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1. Ranked donor list sent to Case Manager; proactively manage search
2. TC provides product preference and time frame upon enrollment
3. CT samples shipped to lab with standard 3 day turnaround
4. Flat fee of $7625 plus the traditional formal search fee.

Historically our pricing structure has been on more of an ala carte basis.
Related Donor Services

• https://youtu.be/brjaGTL8g0A
Related Donor Services

- Help overcome related donor travel, logistical and financial barriers.

- **Services:**
  - Sample collection and typing
  - Donor Workup and Product Collection for HCT (adult donors only)

- **Features:**
  - Donor insurance, education, etc.
  - Patient resources, financial assistance, etc.
Thank you!